Visual design is critical to product success, and the subject of intensive marketing research effort. Yet visual elements, due to their holistic and interactive nature, do not lend themselves well to optimization using extant decompositional methods for preference elicitation. Here we present a systematic methodology to incorporate interactive, 3D-rendered product configurations into a conjoint-like framework. The method relies on rapid, scalable machine learning algorithms to adaptively update product designs along with standard information-oriented product attributes.
Introduction
A product's visual form has long been acknowledged as a pivotal element of consumer choice (Kotler and Rath 1984 , Bloch 1995 , Veryzer and Hutchinson 1998 , Dahl et al. 1999 , Bloch et al. 2003 , Pan et al. 2017 . Firms as diverse as Bang & Olufsen, Apple, Dyson, Uniqlo, and Tesla have not only made striking visuals an emblematic linchpin of their success, but have also helped propel design, as both discipline and corporate mission, into the public sphere. Even old-line firms have taken note: IBM's product design initiative is now the world's largest, and HP relishes its rivalry with Apple in that sphere. 1 Academic research in both marketing and engineering has consequently grappled with how to capture, and ultimately optimize, product "form," with varying definitions, terminologies, and degrees of success. Preference modeling studies incorporating visual design elements have addressed general concepts like "appearance" (Creusen and Schoormans 2005) , "form" (Bloch 1995 , Tseng et al. 2012 , "styling" (Dotson et al. 2019) , and "design" (Landwehr et al. 2011 , Burnap et al. 2019 , as well as more specific ones like "shape" , Kelly et al. 2011 , Orbay et al. 2015 , "silhouette" (Reid et al. 2012) , and "profile" (Lai et al. 2005) . "Form" -broadly construed -often assumes a central role in real-world preference modeling problems. According to Bloch (1995) , form helps attract consumer attention, communicate product information, and stimulate visual pleasure, thereby generating a long-lasting perceptual impression. In practice, sales predictions can be significantly improved by accommodating form (Landwehr et al. 2011) . Marketers and designers also find valuable trade-offs between form and functional attributes (Dotson et al. 2019 , Sylcott et al. 2013a , and revealing such trade-offs can lead to superior balance between visual appeal and functionality (Reid et al. 2012) .
Product aesthetics comprises purely visual elements like color and packaging, haptic (Peck and Childers 2003) and sensory (Krishna 2012 ) aspects that can be altered and optimized independently, and more nuts-and-bolts 'geometric' elements that both convey product image and constrain / interact with the internal operations of the product itself. Honing these geometrical elements is critical for efficient design of components and production processes, but mapping from the geometry of a product to how much potential consumers might like it is a complex exercise (Michalek et al. 2005 (Michalek et al. , 2011 . A further challenge is quantifying how elements of form preference are traded off against 'traditional' attributes like price and performance. Such trade-offs are critical in allowing designers to determine not only how important "design" is overall to a particular consumer or type of consumer, but whether specific aspects of design -like a low-profile car hood that may constrain the powertrain and require costly amendments to maintain crashworthinesscan be accommodated, subject to supply-side and consumer budget constraints.
Marketers have traditionally employed conjoint-based techniques to assess consumer tradeoffs (Green and Srinivasan 1990; Green, Krieger, and Wind 2001) , but have struggled to incorporate product form into overall preference modeling. One method of doing so involves the elicitation of adjectival descriptors. For example, the largest survey of its kind, Maritz Corp.'s New Vehicle Car Survey (NVCS), asks 250,000 new car buyers annually to rate statements like "styling is at or near the top of important characteristics in a new vehicle"; to rate the importance of, satisfaction with, and likelihood of rejecting vehicles based on interior and exterior styling; to assess trade-offs with vehicle safety; and to assess 28 "image" elements. 2 Yet this procedure still leaves designers in a quandary as to what to actually design: while it's helpful to learn a particular consumer likes "sleek" cars, what does such a car actually look like? Reasonable people can differ on the operationalization of adjectival labels: one consumer's sleek is another's clunky, and a sleek SUV may have a radically different visual footprint from a sleek sports car. Moreover, potential buyers (or segments thereof) can express design preferences but be in no position to enact them, due to financial, familial, or other constraints, making it difficult to know how "design," as an overall attribute -or various aspects of design, like "ruggedness" -is traded-off against more prosaic but measurably important elements like price, safety, and other features.
We later review research in preference modeling, efficient algorithms, and design optimization; yet, to the authors' knowledge, few studies combine a form preference model with one for overall preference -that is, including "traditional", conveyable product attributes -and even these few rely on decomposition via disjoint measurement (Sylcott et al. 2013a , Dotson et al. 2019 . This is reasonable for lab studies where strict demographics controls can be exacted; it is more problematic when applied to online "crowdsourced" groups that can differ in crucial characteristics. Combining or "fusing" data across such groups presents serious impediments to accurately capturing individual-level preference (Feit et al. 2010 , Feit et al. 2013 , Qian and Xie 2013 .
To overcome these challenges, we propose a new methodology that disentangles form preference from overall preference and coordinates them adaptively, in real time, while allowing respondents to manipulate 3D renderings of product geometry. The method makes use of both Bayesian methods for preference measurement and machine learning tools for rapidly adapting a multidimensional space whose consumer-oriented visual design characteristics (e.g., boxy, retro, etc.) do not need to be determined in advance, or indeed at any point via verbal protocols. We apply the proposed "bi-level adaptive conjoint" method to model both form preference (for vehicles) based on underlying product geometry and overall preference by revealing trade-offs between form (e.g., hood length, windshield pitch) and functional attributes (here, price and fuel efficiency). Results -via both Monte Carlo simulation and a crowdsourced experiment -suggest that the proposed method not only zeroes in on each consumer's preferred visual design, but, more generally, can both elicit superior individual-level preference estimates than conventional conjoint alone and produce "optimal" designs for analyst-supplied consumer groupings.
These benefits in turn allow, we believe for the first time, explicit measurement of trade-offs among willingness-to-pay (WTP) and design variables, e.g., whether price-sensitive consumers have marked preferences for certain styles, whether sports car buyers are less concerned about fuel economy, etc. Although the bi-level adaptive query method is novel, the set-up is 'modular' in the sense of the ability to slot in other question types, although their efficiency, scalability, and speed would need careful testing. Rather, as we emphasize throughout, the key innovation is allowing consumers to interact with a parametric geometrization of the product's topology, within a conjoint-like framework, to enable real-time, individual-or group-level design optimization.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews related approaches from both the marketing and engineering design literatures. Section 3 proposes the "bi-level adaptive conjoint" method, whose advantages over traditional conjoint are illustrated both by extensive simulations in Section 4 and web-based panelists in Section 5. Section 6 concludes by discussing findings and potential extensions.
Prior Literature on Product Design Preference Optimization
The literature on product design, both as a stand-alone field and within cognate disciplines, is vast. We therefore provide concise integrative discussions of three lines of prior research directly bearing on the subsequent development: Section 2.1 addresses methods for eliciting form preference only; Section 2.2 discusses eliciting both form preference and overall preference; and Section 2.3 reviews optimization and machine learning algorithms for preference elicitation generally and conjoint analysis specifically. 
Form Preference Modeling
Form preference has been addressed in engineering design using a variety of approaches, mainly differing in terms of the parametric nature of the preference function, and secondarily in terms of how these parameters are estimated (although we later discuss estimation extensively for the real-time adaptive portion of our implementation, we will be largely agnostic regarding estimation technologies otherwise). Table 1 summarizes previous research focused on eliciting form preference via parametric models, primarily from the engineering design field. Among the first approaches to optimizing the visual design space was Lai, Chang, and Chang (2005) , who tested 2D designs for a passenger car by having three professional product designers develop appropriate initial candidates, which were then broadened using images of 125 existing passenger cars, and subsequently culled by a panel of experts to 27 combinative designs for a (parametric) Taguchi experiment. Despite its pioneering nature in calibrating form preference, their study would be of limited interest to marketers, due to its lack of parametric heterogeneity, the non-adaptive nature of its querying strategy, and to a lesser extent its reliance on 2D models and a ratings-based conjoint approach. Lugo et al. (2012) designed a wheel rim, and Reid et al. (2013) a vehicle shape, using similar methods, with a linear preference function estimated via standard regression techniques, but also adaptively at the aggregate level for 2D designs. By contrast, quadratic preferences that allowed for internal extrema were applied by to 2D shape design, using a choice-based instrument at the individual level. Sylcott et al. (2013b) included interaction terms among attributes, and Kelly et al. (2011) allowed both quadratic preferences and potential interactions, although both were limited to aggregated inferences. Interaction terms are especially important for form optimization, since some consumer-valued qualities depend on multiple geometrical elements: for example, a product is only "compact" through an interaction among its dimensions.
There are several limitations in this line of engineering design research. First, as noted earlier, most has sidestepped preference heterogeneity, so that results would suggest a single "optimal"
design suitable for the population as a whole. Second, with few exceptions this line of work has relied on non-adaptive (and sometimes non-choice-based) query designs, which are demonstrably outperformed by adaptive techniques (Toubia et al. 2003 , Toubia et al. 2004 , Abernethy et al. 2008 ), which we take up again in Section 2.3 and in our proposed method. Third, nearly all prior research in the area has relied on 2D product representations, although there are exceptions that did not explicitly calibrate a form preference model (e.g., Ren and Papalambros 2011, Reid et al. 2013 ). In the marketing literature, Kim, Park, Bradlow, and Ding (2014) emphasized the importance of different kinds of attributes and ran conjoint studies that involved product designs for both hedonic (e.g., sunglasses) and utilitarian (e.g., coffeemakers) products, using 2D designs from a candidate list of 20 possibilities, in a manner similar to Dotson et al. (2019) . To control 3D rendering parametrically is a challenge for optimization algorithms (e.g., Hsiao and Liu 2002) and conjoint interface designers, as well as for participants who may find such representations cumbersome to navigate, despite their being perceptually essential.
More recently, machine learning architectures -for example, generative adversarial networks -have been employed to process of large corpora of 2D imagery, particularly for vehicle design (Pan et al. 2017 , Burnap et al. 2019 . This approach allows "learning" of essentially arbitrary degrees of complexity and interaction among the (2D) design elements, but depends on a supervised (i.e., labeled) set of stimuli to interrelate design elements and aesthetic preference(s). Such methods can scale to large stimuli sets; for example, Pan et al. (2017) modeled perceptions of four pairs of aesthetic design attributes (e.g., "Sporty" vs. "Conservative") for over 13,000 2D images and data requirements among the three studies are summarized in Table 2 . One approach is to simply measure form and overall preference separately, then knit them together in a model-based manner. In this vein, Sylcott et al. (2013a) conducted three separate conjoint surveys: the first for form preference; the second for function preference (without price); and the last for overall preference using two meta-attributes (e.g., form and function, each with three levels like low, medium, and high). Despite its intricacy, this approach not only potentially exacerbates problems stemming from demographic differences among sampled groups, it precludes incorporating form into an overall preference model, leaving their relationship indeterminate. Specifically, zeroing in on the individual-level sweet spot in the joint space of product designs and traditional conjoint attributes is impracticable. Dotson et al. (2019) model the effect of 2D images on product choice by accounting for the utility correlation between similar-looking images and augmenting the standard choice-based conjoint task with direct ratings of image appeal. "Form" is accommodated in overall preference by including (population) mean image appeal ratings a separate attribute in the product utility specification; and heterogeneity in image appeal is modeled via a multinomial probit where the utility error covariance depends on the correlations in consumer image ratings. Despite the inherent scalability of the approach, it relies on collecting additional ratings data, and assuming that the underlying Euclidean distance metric for control points on the 2D product (automobile) shape captures consumers' perceptions of design similarity. Our proposed method, by contrast, obviates the need for separate pictorial evaluations, that it's possible to capture "shape distance" using a single (distance) metric, or indeed presuming that 2D imagery suffices to represent product topology. Rather, "form" and "function" information is collected contemporaneously, from the same individuals, and thereby allows an assessment of design preference heterogeneity unrelated to preference scales, metrics, or pre-standardized imagery.
This hints at a deeper problem bedeviling design optimization methodology overall: reliance on large stimuli sets is exacerbated by the intrinsic nonlinearity of the visual design space. For example, a consumer who likes pick-ups and loves sports cars may dislike mid-sized sedans, despite their being "intermediate" in a canonical parameterization of "car shape space". That is, designers cannot determine a set of stimuli among which a target consumer has modest preference differentials and simply interpolate between them to determine a utility surface. Moreover, keeping target visual stimuli constant across respondents runs the risk of mismeasuring heterogeneity: ideally, each respondent should be able to veer into the region of the design space containing her most preferred product configuration, as opposed to being imprisoned within the convex hull or along the simplex edge bordered by the pre-configured designs. Lastly, screen images used in prior research are necessarily two-dimensional and fixed, projections of the 3D designs that respondents must visualize and integrate to fully experience: Although this reduces both complexity in presentation and latency in administration, it substantially reduces realism and respondent involvement. Our methodology therefore works entirely with configurable, on-the-fly renderable, 3D product representations, with no prior or exogenous human evaluation.
Research
Method Shrinkage Lenk et al. (1996) Rossi and Allenby (2003 
Optimization and Machine Learning Algorithms
The approach developed here leverages advances in computing power, web-based query design, machine learning, and optimization to allow efficient, scalable, real-time form optimization, as opposed to simply choosing among a pre-determined set of (typically 2D) alternatives. For purposes of comparison, we summarize research according to two dimensions: estimation methods / shrinkage properties (Table 3) , and adaptive query design (Table 4 ). Our coverage is again selective and deliberately concise. The interested reader is referred to Toubia, Evgeniou, and Hauser (2007;  their Table 1 especially) for extensive background on methods; to Netzer et al. (2008) for general challenges in preference elicitation; to Toubia, Hauser, and Garcia (2007) for both simulation results and empirical comparisons among traditional and polyhedral methods; to Halme and Kallio (2011) for an overview of choice-based estimation; to Chapelle et al. (2004) for machine learning in conjoint; to Dzyabura and Hauser (2011) specifically in reference to adaptive questionnaire design; to Huang and Luo (2016) for "fuzzy" and SVM-based complex preference elicitation; and to Burnap et al. (2019) for supervised learning approaches to aesthetics.
Hierarchical Bayesian (HB) methods have long been popular for estimating partworths in conjoint, and serve to overcome sparse individual-level information by shrinkage towards a populationbased density (Lenk et al. 1996, Rossi and Allenby 2003) . Due to stability and its near-ubiquitous use in applications (e.g., Sawtooth), we adopt HB for estimating individual-level partworths of the overall preference model. Toubia et al. (2003) proposed a polyhedral method especially -a popular machine learning algorithm used in classification problems -to conjoint applications.
Specifically, Evgeniou et al. (2005) proposed an SVM mix that can accommodate parametric heterogeneity by shrinking individual-level partworths toward population-based values using a linear sum. Because it lowers computational cost dramatically compared to HB, at a comparable level of accuracy, we adapt this method for form preference as well as adaptive design for both form and overall queries. As detailed in Section 3, we couple this with a Gaussian kernel rank SVM mix to handle non-linear form preference.
Adaptive question design methods for conjoint analysis typically employ "utility balance" Zwerina 2007, Abernethy et al. 2008) , wherein profiles in each choice set have similar utilities based on partworths estimated from previous answers (Toubia et al. 2007a, p. 247) ; the approach is comparable to "uncertainty sampling" for query strategy in the machine learning field (Settles 2010) . Previous research on adaptive querying, outlined in Table 4 , has demonstrated that it gen-erally outperforms non-adaptive designs, especially when response errors are low, heterogeneity is high, and the number of queries is limited (Toubia et al. 2007a ).
Polyhedral methods (e.g., Toubia et al. 2003 Toubia et al. , 2004 typically select a next query by minimizing polyhedral volume longest axis length, thereby finding the most efficient constraints (i.e., queries) to reduce the uncertainty of feasible estimates (i.e., the polyhedron). By contrast, sional preference elicitation problems, using collaborative filtering to obtain initial partworths, must-haves and/or unacceptable features. They also leverage previous respondents' data, generating questions using fuzzy SVM active learning and utility balance, as we do. 3 Such an adaptive query design strategy, based on data from one or a few respondents' data, may not be efficient in the early steps of sampling. We therefore use an SVM mix for adaptive query design with modest computational cost for shrinkage, which samples more efficiently despite insufficiency of individual response data, as explained in detail in Section 3. Our approach is, of course, tailored to product form optimization and the trade-off between form and functional attributes, while Huang and Luo (2016) method was not designed to address product aesthetics or geometry.
3 Proposed Model
Overview
Here we propose and develop a new method aimed at adaptively measuring the "utility" associated with both design elements and traditional product (conjoint) attributes. At the heart of the method are iterative "bi-level" questions. A bi-level question consists of two sequential subquestions, as shown in Figure 1a : one for form alone, the other for both form and function. Before delving into specifics of implementation, we must stress that they are exactly that: details that enable the method to work quickly and reliably with real subjects. The formal properties of the responses used here have been chosen to be amenable to scalability, for ease of respondent use, and due to the availability of well-vetted algorithms, and not because the method would not "work"
with other scale types. That is, although the bi-level adaptive questioning method is novel, the overall set-up is 'modular' in the sense of being able to swap in other question types, as computational power allows, although their efficiency, scalability, and speed would need careful testing.
Rather, the key goal, enabled by the bi-level query, is allowing respondents to seamlessly interact with a parametric embedding of the product's topology, to achieve real-time visual design optimization.
That said, for the form question, we utilize (as per Figure 1a ) a standard anchored scale task.
Specifically, we present two 3D vehicle renderings and ask "Which of the following styles do you prefer?" Responses are indicated on an ordered 4-point scale: "left one is much better," "left one is better," "right one is better," or "right one is much better." Four points were used to allow a moderate degree of preference expression over a binary choice task, but without exact indifference, which would provide little 'traction' for the forthcoming adaptive algorithm. Next, for the purchase question, we presented the previous 3D vehicle renderings again with "functional attributes," such as price and MPG. The respondent was then asked "Which car would you be more likely to buy?" and made a binary choice between the two presented vehicles. Such bi-level questions are repeated a specific maximum number of times, set by the analyst. The potential tendency for respondents to maintain their choice on the form question for the purchase question, irrespective of the newly supplied functional attribute information, was controlled for by counterbalancing, that is, by switching the order of the two sub-questions from round to round, as indicated in Figure 1a . 4 After a choice was made by the respondent, the two designs were updated for the next round of (maximally-informative) comparisons, as shown in Figure 1b .
Scoring, Utility, and Updating Algorithm
Design or form preference of individual i stems from the form model:
where s i is the form score, S i is a non-linear preference function, x is a vector of design features representing the form, and ε si is an error process. Based on the form score, the overall preference for individual i is then given by the following (linear-in-parameters) utility model: The vector a consists of binary dummy variables for function attribute levels (i.e., a three-entry binary vector for a four-leveled attribute); λ i is the weight of the form score; β i is the partworth vector for functional attribute levels; and ε yi is associated error. In other words, Eq. (2) is a standard conjoint utility specification, including the form score (s i ), to be calibrated via Eq. (1) and weighted via λ i , using Eq.
(2). [Note that it is further possible to include interaction terms in the specification for U i (s i , a), for example, between form (s i ) and various attributes within a, although this can lead to many additional estimated parameters and identification difficulties.
Because, as shown later, doing so did not improve accuracy in our application we do not raise this possibility explicitly again, referring generically to U i (s i , a) as linear-in-parameters.]
The two preference models, Eq. (1) and (2), are updated iteratively in real time by bi-level questioning, as per Figure 1a . The process unfolds as follows:
• Form question: an individual makes a metric paired-comparison between two forms created by design variables, x (1) and x (2) . The preference model S i (x) in Eq. (1) is trained; then form scores, s 1) i and s (2) i , are estimated. Finally, two function attributes (price and MPG in our application), a (1) and a (2) , are sampled for the subsequent purchase question.
• Purchase question: an individual makes a binary choice between two bundles of form and functions [s
The weight of the form score λ i and the partworths for functions β i in Eq. (2) are estimated. Finally, two forms, x (1) and x (2) , were sampled for the subsequent form question.
The overall process for querying, sampling, and learning is summarized visually, in flow chart form, in Figure 2 , and verbally as follows:
• Start. A new questionnaire is initialized when an individual accesses the website.
• Step 1: Sampling form pair. A pair of vehicle renderings is generated from the design space based on the current form preference model. The pair is such that their expected form preference is roughly equal, but their shapes differ maximally from one another and from all forms used before. If this is the first question for the current subject, a fixed form pair is used.
•
Step 2: Querying form question. A metric paired-comparison response is received from the subject.
Step 3: Learning form preference. A form preference model is trained based on previous form responses from this subject. Once the form model is learned (or updated if not the first round), the form scores of previously sampled vehicle renderings for the current subject are updated. Former subjects' form preference models are used for shrinkage.
Step 4: Learning overall preference. Except for the first round, the overall preference model was adjusted based on the updated form scores. Former subjects' overall preference models were used for shrinkage. Because the purchase question can be characterized as "forced binary choice", a natural question concerns whether this preferable to, for example, a three-option query that includes "no choice" or an "outside option". While this is possible, a pilot pretest suggested that some participants (recruited through crowdsourcing) briskly dispensed with the survey by frequently selecting "no choice", although this may occur less with highly committed or remunerated participants.
We also direct the reader to Brazell et al. (2006) for additional advantages, e.g., disentangling
"which" option(s) consumers prefer from volumetric predictions regarding "whether" they will purchase at all. [Appendix B provides amendments to the "no choice" set-up, which entail no changes in core implementation algorithms.]
During each survey, we use the rank SVM mix algorithm (Evgeniou et al. 2005) for rapid training and an uncertainty sampling scheme similar to Settles (2010) and Tong and Koller (2002) for real-time generation of comparison pairs. We follow the suggestion of Toubia et al. (2013) , "Once the data have been collected, we recommend combining our adaptive questionnaire design method with hierarchical Bayes, a well-proven method for estimating the parameters given the data". That is, after all user data are collected, we estimate individual partworths using standard hierarchical Bayesian (HB) techniques (Lenk et al. 1996, Rossi and Allenby 2003) . We note that, unlike HB, SVM does not rely on an explicit notion of likelihood, although we show in Appendix C that it is consistent with hinge-loss and a Gaussian prior (similar to Evgeniou, Pontil, and Toubia 2007, p. 807) . We emphasize again that the overarching method is agnostic on specific (machine learning) algorithms, which can be replaced with alternatives suited to the analyst's specific survey environment and research goals, dependent on computational speed and scalability (a topic we explore later empirically).
We next elaborate on how these algorithms are applied: Section 3.3 discusses learning methods for both the form and overall preference models, as well as the rationale for handing these separately, while Section 3.4 addresses sampling methods to generate pairs for comparison.
Learning Preferences
3.3.1 Form Preference Learning As mentioned earlier, the form preference model in Eq. (1) is trained using a rank SVM mix algorithm. The idea is to fit a model consistent with the metric paired-comparison results, i.e., if one form of the pair is much preferred to the other, the preference gap between the two should also be larger than a pair that is less differentiated, i.e., one is preferred to the other. Following the treatments in Joachims (2002) and Chapelle and Keerthi (2010) , the training problem can be formulated as follows:
Here x
(1) j and x
(2) j are the design features for the chosen and unchosen forms in the j-th questions, respectively. User responses are represented by c j : when x (1) j is "better" than x
(2) j , c j is set to 1; when x (1) j is "much better", c j is set to 2. The objective in (3) follows a hard-margin SVM formulation where w T w represents the model complexity. Later, in our simulation studies, we will explore both the sensitivity of the hard-margin SVM to choices of c j , as well as its "brittleness" to contradictory preference ordering on the part of respondents. It is possible to view (3) in terms of its Lagrangian, L (w, α); Appendix C details its relation to a negative log-likelihood with parameters α balancing the Gaussian prior (w ∼ N (0, I)) and the data (i.e., x
One can project x to a high-dimensional space, i.e., x → φ(x), so that the constraints for ∀j= 1, . . . ,m can be satisfied. The dual problem of (3) can be expressed as follows:
where α are Lagrangian multipliers and Q is an m by m matrix with each element, Q ij , being the inner product φ(x i ),φ(x j ) . Following Chang and Lin (2011) , a common choice for this inner product relies on the Gaussian kernel, which we denote as K:
where the Gaussian parameter γ is set at γ = 1/(number of design features). 5 The dual problem can then be solved efficiently following the algorithm of Fan et al. (2005) : based on the resultant Lagrangian multipliers, α, user preferences on a given form x can be quantified as
where x
(1) j are all chosen forms during the survey and x
(2) j the unchosen ones. For stability and comparability, the design features x are normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation before being used in training and prediction. Note that a soft-margin SVM formulation (Cortes and Vapnik 1995, Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor 2000) could be used in place of (4) to deal with 'noisy' user responses, a topic we examine later via simulation for the hard-margin SVM.
Due to the limited data collection from individuals, it is desirable to leverage data collected from all participants to improve the robustness and accuracy of individual-level preference models, similar to the shrinkage underlying HB methods. As discussed earlier, we use the (modest computational cost) method of Evgeniou et al. (2005) , with partworth of participant i given as
and population-wise partworth as
where N is the total number of participants, α
j is the Lagrangian multiplier for the j-th question for participant n, and x (1,n) j and x (2,n) j are the chosen and unchosen forms in that question, respectively. With a weighting factor η i ∈ [0, 1], the individual form preference for participant i and a
given form x can be calculated as:
We note that Eq. (9) is used only for the adaptive query design, and not for coefficient estimation (which is fully Bayesian), so values of η i primarily affect generation efficiency. Specifically, if η i is small, the function of individual i shrinks strongly toward the population-level function.
For active learning during the survey, η i can be selected at the discretion of the analyst: when there are few prior respondents, a large value of η i can be used; otherwise, a smaller η i value is appropriate. For estimation of form preference after finishing the survey, optimal η i for the final estimation can be determined by cross-validation. That is, when we use J questions, J−1 responses are used for training and the remaining response is used for assessing prediction performance. J rounds of cross-validation are performed with different test data to minimize prediction error. In our experiments, we used η 1 = 1 and η N = 0.7 for the first respondent and the last respondent, respectively, with intermediate respondents interpolated linearly between these values.
Overall Preference Learning
The coefficients in the overall preference model of Eq. (2) can be estimated analogously to those of the form preference model, that is, using a rank SVM mix algorithm for active learning during surveys and HB for population-level modeling. The problem formulation for individual-level learning is as follows:
where W T i = λ i , β T i are the linear coefficients, and X T ij = s ij , a T ij consists of the form score and the binary dummy variables of the function attributes for the j-th comparison for individual i.
Just as for (4), we apply the Fan et al. (2005) algorithm to the dual of (10). All constraints are set to be greater than or equal to 1, as the comparison in this case is binary rather than metric. In Appendix D, we demonstrate that "1" can be changed arbitrarily to any positive value, and also write out the dual of (10) explicitly. This dual is solved using a linear mapping, i.e., φ(X ij ) =X ij , and the resultant individual-wise partworth vector W i can be expressed as:
In order to leverage population-level data, the linear shrinkage method of Evgeniou et al. (2005) is again used for individual-level partworths, W * i ; specifically,
where η i is the weight for individual i, and N is the number of individuals. 6 For populationlevel preference modeling, a hierarchical binary logit model (Rossi et al. 2005) , with weaklyinformative and zero-centered priors, is used for estimation. Specifically, at the upper level of the Bayesian model, we assume W i to have a multivariate normal distribution,
At the lower level, choice probabilities take binary logit form:
Pr
where Pr y ij = 1 and Pr y ij = 0 denote the probabilities of selecting X
ij and X
ij , respectively, for the j-th question of individual i.
Differences in Learning Algorithms and Rationale for Separation
It is important to note that the formulations are different for form preference and for overall utility: while the latter is governed by an identity feature function, for the former, a Gaussian kernel is applied to the geometric features of each form, where the geometric feature vector contains all pairwise distances from the control points that define the 3D geometries; these control points are further governed by the input variables in a nonlinear way. Due to the infinite-dimensional nature of the feature space induced by the Gaussian kernel, learning or modeling the covariance matrix of the partworths during querying is infeasible, and is an identity for shrinkage purposes. The "online" estimation of SVM model parameters is thereby based on both current and previous responses: rather than formulating and solving a large SVM problem with all responses considered, for computational feasibility, parameter estimates from each individual survey are weighted linearly, with earlier responses receiving lower weights. That is, a speedy heuristic approach is used during the survey and query generation, and a formal, computationally costly Bayes model for subsequent (offline) estimation.
Sampling Questions
We adaptively sample the next pair of forms or functional attributes based on two criteria. First, a profile pair comprising a question should have as near to the same utility as possible according to the current model. The second criterion is to maximize the minimum distance from existing data points, from both the current participant and all previous ones. The implementation is as follows:
among the pair, the first form (or function attribute set) is sampled solely by the second criterion: 
where S (x) is the form preference model and v 1 and v 2 are the weights. (16) In simple terms, the active learning algorithm generates designs that are different from one another (and from existing designs) while being similar in preference (according to the current model). These two principles serve the purposes of exploitation and exploration, respectively, which are commonly enacted in active learning algorithms, e.g., Tong and Koller (2001), Osugi et al. 2005) , and Abernethy et al. (2008) . We note that it is possible to optimize both questions in the bi-level query pair simultaneously rather than individually in a sequence, as per Eq. (15) and (16). A pragmatic challenge in doing so is computational speed of the application engine (exogenously set to 30 seconds in our Google-based implementation), and user tolerance for waiting, which is considerably shorter. Sequential optimization / generation of the question pair is thereby a pragmatic compromise, not a theoretical limitation. Appendix F provides full details for simultaneous ("all-in-one") pair generation, as well as benchmarks relative to the sequential approach that support the superiority of the decompositional approach.
Application: Geometric Set-Up and Model Simulation
We demonstrate the benefits of the proposed approach by applying it to the design of a highly multiattribute, visually complex durable: a passenger sedan. As discussed in our overview of the literature, vehicle design has been among the main application domains of form design optimization models in the engineering discipline, and was proposed as a canonical application of the presentation of pictorial information in conjoint by Green and Srinivasan (1990) .
To apply any method for form optimization requires a way to explore the space of designs.
Both Green and Srinivasan (1990) and Dotson et al. (2019) , as well as the overwhelming bulk of real-world applications in the marketing discipline, rely on a candidate set of images, which as discussed previously make interpolation or extrapolation precarious, along with parsimony challenges for heterogeneity estimation. An alternative approach common in engineering and some prior marketing research (e.g., Michalek et al. 2005 ) is an explicit product topology model, that is, a geometric representation of the external form and internal workings of the product.
Here, our goal is less onerous, as form optimization only requires parameterizing the external (3D) shape of the product in question, not ensuring that, for example, it is possible to engineer internal components to conform with cost and safety constraints. population, where parent set size = population size. Pair generation is via a tournament scheme: two tournaments are played, each with set of (population size -1) players uniformly randomly chosen from the population, and the "most fit" chosen as the parent. This pair then goes through a one-point crossover procedure, with cutting point uniformly randomly chosen: if the two parents are x 1 = [ ).
This parametric model generates 3D renderings using two-leveled structures, as follows. First, nineteen design variables x (ranging from 0 to 1; see Figure 3 ) were determined to be sufficient to realistically set the coordinates of control points, which in turn generate ( There is obviously a cornucopia of functional attributes important to potential car buyers.
Here, we focus on two of the most critical, price and gas mileage (MPG), in terms of their tradeoffs to one another and to the various form attributes embedded in the design model. In order to avoid presumptions of linearity of response, especially to price, we included five discrete attribute levels for vehicle price and MPG, selected based on sales data of so-called "CD cars" (passenger sedans) in the US. Specifically, we chose discrete points based on the 10 th , 25 th , 50 th , 75 th , and 90 th percentiles of both price and MPG, as shown in Table 5 . Given the coding of both price and MPG into binary level indicators, the model as implemented technically encompasses 8 binary attributes, as opposed to two used linearly in the "overall" preference utility function.
Because the bi-level adaptive technique is novel, it was important to test it in theory before doing so in practice. Consequently, we first present an extensive series of simulations designed not 8 The full parametric model and mapping of the 19 variables to design features is available from the authors. 
Design for Simulation and Empirical Application
As proposed at the outset, we presume that the analyst wishes to model both form and overall preferences at the individual level, and can pose but a limited number of questions via a singleshot survey instrument. Previous research (e.g., Sylcott et al. 2013a , Dotson et al. 2019 ) carrying out similar analyses do not lend themselves to such one-shot form vs. function preference assessments, due to the need for time-intensive analysis between the separate form and function survey instruments. To explore the benefits of overcoming this limitation, we simulate three possible modeling options, also estimated in the forthcoming empirical application, as shown in Table 6 :
Model 1 is the "base," Model 2 is the "half version" of the proposed model, and Model 3 the "full version." The "half version" allows assessment of the bi-level question structure and adaptive design separately. 9 To accord with typical real-world implementations, all three models are assumed to be informed by the survey responses of 100 subjects, each with a total of 20 questions, including form and purchase questions; an online pilot study suggested that 20 questions sufficed for this particular application. For validation, we used 100 hold-out questions each for form and purchase questions (i.e., 200 total) to compute hit rates. As described earlier, "form" consisted of 19 continuous design variables, whereas "function" comprised the five levels each for price and MPG.
In line with conventional (non-adaptive) conjoint analysis techniques, Model 1 ("base") used purchase questions only, and accommodated both form and function within a single linear preference model, which was estimated using standard HB methods. For DOE (design of experiments), 9 Because the proposed active learning algorithm was built specifically for a bi-level structure and sequential processing, Table 6 lacks a "single level & adaptive" option, so does not have 2×2 factorial structure. To enable comparison, we customized the adaptive sampling method to the single-level case, and report these results ("Model M1a") in Table  8 as well. Because they rely on a custom algorithm, we do not discuss them further. a Latin hypercube sampling method was used to generate questionnaire designs for both continuous and discrete variables. 10 Model 2 is the "half version" of the proposed model, and allows testing of the bi-level structure. The bi-level structure makes it possible for form and overall preference to be modeled using different specifications -specifically, a nonlinear model for form preference (Gaussian SVM mix model) and a linear model for overall preference), after which the form model can be nested into the overall model. 11 Form preference was estimated by a rank SVM mix (Gaussian nonlinear), overall preference using HB (linear), and a Latin hypercube sampling method was used for DOE.
Compared to Model 1, Model 2 sacrifices 10 purchase questions while adding 10 separate form questions.
Model 3 is the full version of the proposed model, and tests the bi-level structure, non-linear specification, and adaptive questionnaire design effects together. The querying and learning structures are the same as Model 2, but Model 3 uses adaptive sampling so that form and function profiles are generated in real time and that each question has different form profiles (i.e., a potentially limitless number of forms).
Broadly speaking, the simulation design adapted those used widely in academic research applying conjoint methods (e.g., Arora and Huber 2001 , Toubia et al. 2004 , Evgeniou et al. 2005 . A mainstay of previous research is that response accuracy is controlled by the magnitude of an individual's parameters (partworths), while respondent heterogeneity is controlled by the variance of parameters (across respondents). We operationalized accuracy and respondent heterogeneity by setting each to two levels, "low" and "high." For example, the magnitudes of parameters were set to β =0.5 and β =3 for low and high response accuracy, respectively. On a logit scale, these represent deviations in log-odds of 0.5 and 3.0 from a baseline of zero (i.e., β =0); or, in terms of probability, according to (1+ exp (−β)) −1 , which translates into 0.62 and 0.95, respectively, on a probability baseline of 1/2. The parameter variances were set relative to the level of β, to σ 2 = 0.5β and σ 2 = 3β for low and high respondent heterogeneity, respectively. Based on these parameters, four normal distributions were defined: β was drawn from each distribution, and then four partworth levels for each function attribute, (−β, −β/3, β/3, β), were generated, keeping constant differences set to 2β/3. 10 Throughout, for Latin hypercube sampling, we used the lhsdesign Matlab library; for HB, the hierarchical binary logit model in the rhierBinLogit R package (Rossi et al. 2005) ; and for rank SVM, we implemented the rank SVM algorithm based on the LIBSVM package (Chang and Lin 2011). 11 For the forthcoming online experiment (Section 5), subjects may be more easily able to trade-off between form and function, because they are shown a pair of vehicle forms first, followed by price and MPG with the same forms, an empirical issue not easily addressed by simulation alone. For creating individual form preference functions, 19 continuous design variables generated a complex form preference model via main-effects ("independent") parameters γ and "interaction" parameters δ. The independent term of the k-th design variable, γ k was drawn from four predefined distributions (analogous to the method used for the function attributes). Specifically, for k = 1, 2, ..., 19, four points (−γ k /3, γ k , −γ k , γ k /3) were generated, then cubic spline interpolation (denoted Φ (γ k ,x k )) was applied to create a continuous function with respect to the k-th design variable, x k . We then drew 19×18/2 = 171 interaction terms, δ ij , representing the relationship between the i-th and j-th design variables (for i j). The form function, nonlinear but continuous, is therefore:
The distributions of δ ij were balanced in the sense that the independent and interaction terms were set to a 2:1 ratio. [Specifically, following Evgeniou et al. (2005) , we randomly generated 1000 independent terms and 1000 interaction terms, then compared the ratios of absolute values of independent and interaction terms, stopping when the standard deviation of the normal distribution for δ accorded with the 2:1 ratio.] Form score weight, λ, in Eq.
(2) represents the importance of form preference, and was selected to make the ratio of absolute values of form score s and function attribute preference β T a to be 1:2 for the "low" and 2:1 for the "high" form importance cases.
To do so, we generated 10000 random product profiles and 10000 consumer preference models, examined the ratio of absolute values of form score and function preference, then selected the values that allowed for the 1:2 and 2:1 ratios.
Consequently, we created eight consumer preference scenarios, as defined in Table 7 (note that form score weights are small because form score values are relatively large). To check hit rate, we generated five sets of all eight scenarios, so that 40 total scenarios were used for the simulation. We conducted several post-analyses to evaluate robustness of results to: number of questions, number of attributes, form preference accuracy, preference ordering inconsistency, and analysttuned parameters, as follows.
Simulation Results

Figure 4: Sensitivity to the Number of Questions
Sensitivity to Number of Questions. We examine the effects of total number of form and purchase questions, from 10 to 60, in increments of 10 on hit rate. Results appear in Figure 4 , using the results of Model 1 and Model 3 with what is arguably the most difficult scenario in Table 8 : high form importance, low response accuracy, and high heterogeneity. Except for the 10-questions case (i.e., 5 form and 5 purchase questions for Model 3 vs. 10 purchase questions for Model 1), Model 3 consistently outperformed Model 1 in overall preference accuracy. This owes to the fact that the form preference accuracy (for hit rate) of Model 3 was always significantly better than for Model 1, even though half of the purchase questions are sacrificed. More overall questions enabled better form preference accuracy for Model 3, whereas the performance of Model 1 did not improve substantially after 30 questions.
Sensitivity to Number of Functional Attributes. The second post-analysis examined going from 2 to 10 functional attributes, again focusing on the high form importance, low response accuracy, high heterogeneity scenario. Although including 10 attributes is sometimes feasible (though highly taxing for respondents) in a real-world online study, the proposed query generation procedure would entail a higher-dimensional discrete optimization problem, potentially hindering real-time performance. We focus on Models 1 and 3 for a comparison across bi-level structure: results suggest going from 2 to 10 attributes has a small effect on form preference hit rate for Model 1 (52.3 to 51.5), but none for Model 3 (65.0 to 65.0). However, overall hit rate degrades sharply: Model 1, 87.2 to 51.5; Model 3, 88.7 to 54.6. Although this is necessarily speculative, form preference accuracy in Model 3 appears unaffected by number of functional attributes, owing to its form preference being trained separately using bi-level structure.
Form Preference Accuracy. Ideally, one would also like to assess parametric recovery for the true vs. estimated form preference models. But this is not directly possible, because the true and estimated functions have different types and numbers of parameters: the former created by combining cubic curves and interaction terms, the latter an estimated SVM whose parameters are Lagrangian multipliers. However, it is possible to compare using hit rate as a "scale-free" measure of prediction performance. Specifically, we compare form importance between the true and estimated models across individuals by using RMSE, with form importance calculated as the ratio the range of form preference (value after multiplying by form score weight, λ i s i , in Eq. (1) to range of function preference. For brevity, we do this for the same "difficult" scenario in Table  8 as before (high form importance, low response accuracy, and high heterogeneity). RMSE values are 2.141 for Model 1, 0.149 for Model 2, and 0.119 for Model 3, with all pairwise differences significant at p <.005. As such Model 3 is very strongly favored over the other two, with very inferior form prediction performance for Model 2.
Robustness to Respondent "Noise" in Preference Ordering. Because the hard-margin SVM lacks a dedicated error structure, one might presume it could "break down" in the case of contradictory preference orderings, for example, a consumer who effectively asserts A >B and, elsewhere, B >A. To assess this possibility, we conducted additional simulations adding a 'noise factor', i.e., probability that the customer reverses preference orderings. Specifically, for each form question, contradictory preference ordering occurs randomly, with probability 10% or 20%, and we compared both form and overall preference hit rate with the base (0%, i.e., non-contradictory) case, as follows. Overall, there is a moderate fall-off in form preference hit rate, but very little in overall preference. For Model 3, form preference hit rate is {65.1, 62.5, 58.6}for {0%, 10%, 20%}contradictory preference order probabilities, while overall preference -which includes the effect of covariates -is affected far less, {88.7, 88.0, 87.8}. In short, the hard-margin SVM provided reasonable performance in the face of even moderate preference inconsistency.
Robustness to c j . Lastly, as mentioned earlier, we examine robustness to the choice of "gaps" in (3), that is, c j being set to 1 (better) and 2 (much better). In Appendix G, we explain how this sensitivity can be assessed using the Lagrange multipliers of the solution of the dual problem in (4), and carry out two simulations: increasing the values of c j while holding them in fixed 1:2 ratio ({0.1,0.2}to {1000,2000}), and altering the ratio itself (1:2 to 1:10). Results suggest almost complete insensitivity of form preference hit rate across all these scenarios.
Bi-Level Query Performance
The bi-level query method offers two advantages. First, from a learning (parameter estimation) perspective, note that while form preference is a nonlinear function on a high-dimensional parameter space, overall utility can be expressed as a linear-in-parameters function of form preference and functional attributes (as well as interactions, although we tested for and did not find these for our application). By using SVM for form preference and HB for choice, the bi-level method exploits this structure, and should have better generalization performance than a single-level model (and this is consistent with our forthcoming application, e.g., Table 10 , Model 1 vs. 2). Secondly, from a query perspective, the form-only queries are used to estimate form preference, which supports the choice of informative purchase query, and this salutary effect on query selection is reflected in the comparison between Models 2 and 3. And to reiterate, as shown in Appendix F, the performance of sequential query generation, vs. simultaneous, is superior for a fixed budget.
However, simulation on synthetic data and an empirical application, no matter how compelling, do not constitute a theoretical guarantee. To this end, in Appendix A, we present a detailed formal proof addressing when and why the bi-level query is superior. It relies on the computation of generalization error for the single-and bi-level cases, and has two overarching conclusions: (1) When the form signal-to-noise ratio ||β|| 1 /σ s is sufficiently large, and the formto-utility noise ratio σ 2 s /σ 2 y is sufficiently small, the bi-level questionnaire is superior;
(2) In the extreme case where form responses are noiseless (σ 2 s = 0), the bi-level query is always better.
Online Experiment
The simulation spoke clearly to the advantages of bi-level adaptive querying. But, as the say-
ing goes, what works well in theory may not do so in practice. To assess real-world performance of the bi-level adaptive technique for form preference optimization, we conducted three online surveys that correspond with the models simulated in Table 8 . Three online groups were recruited through ClearVoice Research, a prominent online panel provider, and, to accord with the simulation scenarios, each comprised 100 subjects. Demographics were specified to match with the general US adult population of car-owning households; post-analysis confirmed the accuracy of recruitment. 13 A total of 20 questions were used for learning and 10 holdout questions (i.e., 5 form and 5 purchase holdout questions) used to check hit rates. Respondents completed the online task of their own volition, with no time limits, on devices of their choosing. The survey mechanism was implemented as follows. On the client side, JavaScript, WebGL and ThreeJS were used to enable real-time 3D model rendering and interaction through mainstream web browsers, with no additional software requirements. Critically, users were able to rotate the real-time-generated 3D images for each presented form before deciding on their responses. On the server side, Google
App Engine was used for both executing real-time machine learning algorithms and for data stor- Table 9 : Parameter Estimates and Summaries
Parameters and Model Performance
All three models were estimated as described in Sections 2 and 3. Parameter estimates for form and function attributes appear in Table 9 , and we discuss implications about their natural groupings after comparing relative performance quality. 14 Table 9 lists parameter means, standard errors, estimated random coefficients standard deviation (i.e., of the heterogeneity distribution), and random effects correlation (r) with the Form score. The Form score is clearly "significant", on average, and examination of the posteriors for individual λ i suggests form is significantly (.05) positive for more than ¾of the participants. In other words, "Form Matters" not just as an overall parameter mean, but for most people individually.
The last row suggests that -generally speaking -people -who value Form also "prefer" higher prices and lower MPG, both of which are consistent with a higher WTP overall, and perhaps a larger automotive budget. [Note that, because of the zero-mean scaling for the Price and MPG partworths within-person, interpreting their significance levels and heterogeneity distributions is less straightforward than for Form.]
Hit rates for the three models in the online experiments are shown in Table 10 , with the proposed model performing best across the board.
Model 2 (in Table 10 ) clarifies the effect of the bi-level structure, which entails substantial improvements in prediction, an increase of 7.6% and 4.8%, for form and overall preferences hit rates, respectively, compared to Model 1 (or 14.0% and 8.4% of their respective baselines). Model Table 10 ) shows the effect of the bi-level structure as before, but also of adaptive sampling. These results further suggest that Model 3 offers an increase of 9.6% and 11.0% for form and overall preferences hit rates, respectively, compared to Model 1 (or 17.6% and 19.2% of their respective baselines) and an increase of 2.0% and 6.2% compared to Model 2 (or 3.2% 14 As mentioned earlier, interactions can be included in the overall utility model. We performed an exhaustive search over the homogeneous model space -where our model is nested in those with interactions -and a targeted search, via Stan (https://mc-stan.org/), over the heterogeneous one. We saw no "significant" interactions, inputting Price and MPG either as binary levels (4 df each) or as values (1 df each). Specifically, for the latter, 95% HDRs are, with all variables mean-centered: Styling*Price: [-0.039, 0.502 to elicit both non-linear form preferences and linear overall preferences. Specifically, the bi-level structure appears to have affected predictive accuracy for form preference more than for overall preference; and adaptive sampling affected overall preference predictions more than those for form.
(again in
Although the overarching purpose of this study is to model both form and function preferences together, within the confines of a one-shot survey, and to measure the trade-offs among specific design variables and functional ones, we did test another model that did not incorporate form. Specifically, we removed form attributes from Model 1 to check overall preference prediction based on functional attributes alone. In "Model 1a", we trained the overall preference model using only the function attributes, price and MPG, then re-checked hit rate. The results were dramatic: the hit rate increases to 64.6%, from the 57.2% of Model 1 (or 12.9% of baseline).
This suggests that predicting overall preference by incorporating form design variables and function attributes within a single linear model may be suboptimal as a general approach. Model 2 in fact shows slightly poorer performance in overall preference hit rate, as it sacrifices 10 purchase questions and instead models form preference. The proposed method, Model 3, by contrast, affords significantly better prediction (68.2%) for overall preference than Model 1a (64.6%).
Segmentation via Form and Function Part-Worths
An examination of parameter estimates and summaries in Table 9 suggests that Form is important, and nontrivially correlated with "function" attribute levels; but these are coarse metrics of their interrelation, and don't hint at what to actually produce for a heterogeneous market. In this vein, we first examine whether there appear natural groupings -that is, a segmentation -within the data in terms of the overall "weight" placed on form and on the two functional attributes Of the four groups, the fourth is far more concerned with vehicle aesthetics than the other three, while the first group doesn't appear to value Form very strongly. In other words, willingness to pay for vehicle form is high in group 4 and low in group 1. Group 3, however, has relatively high WTP, since both Form and MPG are valued relative to Price. But we can, of course, do more: because the underlying model is literally built around the idea of real-time visual generation, it can render the car designs "most liked" by each of the four groups. These appear, from the sideways and head-on perspective, in Figure 5 , i.e., the "forms" along with the "functions" most valued by each group. Although this amounts to visual inspection, note that the design for Group 3 resembles the Toyota Prius: it has relatively streamlined silhouette, e.g., the transition from the hood to the front windshield. This is consistent with Group 3's weighting MPG the most, especially in comparison with Price. Similarly, the design for Group 4 has lower profile than those of Groups 1 and 2, consistent with their finding form very important. While the designs themselves may not look radically different, this is to be expected, for several reasons. First, our Second, the extracted designs indeed span a rather large swath of the product topology space for this particular type of car, as can be gleaned from examining the range of design variables and control points (to which we return later). And finally, we must keep in mind that these four groups, while clustered according to preference, still do not have identical within-group preferences.
That is, the rendered designs are for the "centroid" of each group; it is possible using the model to design for smaller groups, or even individuals, if the analyst so wishes.
Regardless, once the model is run and both form and function parameters are obtained, it is possible to extract much more than purportedly homogeneous segments that parcel consumers on their valuation of design overall (vs. price and MPG). Rather, the analyst can use individuallevel price coefficients and weights on the underlying control points to infer which specific design elements individuals, or groups, are willing to pay for. Product designers can then compare the cost of provision of those design elements -say, a more sloped profile that would provide less space for the engine compartment but could enhance aerodynamics -with WTP for that element, as well as any available demographics that could serve as a classic discriminant function or hierarchical model covariate. We conclude our discussion of the empirical conjoint data with an analysis of this sort: which design elements are associated with relatively high WTP, and do these vary substantially across the respondent pool?
Trade-offs between Specific Form and Function Attributes
To examine the relationship between functional attributes like price and specific form attributes is somewhat more complex than the usual trade-off computations that typically follow conjoint. This is because, while most functional attributes in conjoint are "vector" type -e.g., all else equal, it is better to get higher mileage and haggle for a lower price -this is seldom the case with design . These thus provide a "local" approximation of the full range of the design variables, each of which was pre-standardized. Design variable descriptions appear in Figure 3 . Specifically, the final lines median WTP in dollars for each additional MPG is $2410 (overall), and $970, $1,730, $6,290, $3,110 for Groups 1-4, respectively. For each of the original 19 design variables (see Figure 3 ), summary statistics for these sensitivities appear in Table 12 , where it is apparent that there is a wide variance across both design attributes and people. Generally speaking, "front and center" design variables were valued far more than those harder to see while driving. For example, x8 -elevation of the central point where the back windshield meets the roof -appears to be the least sensitive design element: its median value was -0.169 (tabled value = -0.2), compared to the average (across all design variable medians) of -17.2. In simple terms, respondents were, on average, 100 times less sensitive to this design parameter than the others. By contrast, six design attributes stand out in terms of high sensitivity to change, listed with their medians (see Trade-offs Against Design Variables. However, examining sensitivities alone is merely suggestive: perhaps the consumers who are most sensitive to specific elements of design also have the lowest overall value for design, relative to price (or MPG). It is even possible that nearly all respondents, while responding to design changes in and of themselves, have no trade-off against "functional" attributes, especially price. As such, we wish to construct metrics for "Willingness To Trade-off" (WTT) for each design attribute vs. the two functional attributes (price and mileage) in our study, as well as the functional attributes against one another, a standard "WTP" calculation in traditional conjoint (Sonnier et al. 2007 As a check, we first computed the WTP for MPG, a standard trade-off between conjoint attributes for automotive applications. The literature reports a wide range of values, depending on which sort of cars are included, the method of task (e.g., conjoint, purchase data, or field experiment), demographic composition of the respondent pool, and, critically, the range of prices and MPG values studied. Greene's (2010) review of this literature highlights findings from Gramlich (2010), who found that WTP in $/mile (calculated based on an increase from 25 to 30 MPG and a gas price of $2/gal.), was approximately $800 for luxury cars, $1480 for compact cars, and $2300 for SUVs; but that this rose $1430, $2580, and $4100, respectively, for a gas price of $3.50/gal (in 2008 prices). In our study (last row of Table 12 ), for mid-priced sedans, median WTP in $/mile was $2410, 15 well within the latter reported range, lending external validity to our results.
Our goal was to quantify trade-offs between our 19 design variables and both price and MPG.
To do so, we computed median values for willingness to trade off a .01 deviation (from optimum) in each design variable against price (WTTP, in $1000) and mileage (WTTM, in 1 MPG); these were multiplied by 100 to reflect the relative size of the .01 deviation to the normalized unit scaling for often be provided with a relatively high-quality version by adopting or adapting existing designs and benefiting from production economies-of-scale. -for whom Form is very important overall -having highest WTP on average: roughly triple the entire-sample value (7.04 vs. 2.31), although they don't have highest WTP for every element.
By contrast, Group 1 -who value Form little compared with Price and MPG -have low WTP for nearly all design elements, yet are quite sensitive, with WTPs of $600 and $870, respectively, across the range of design variables x9 and x10, which concern the forward and vertical displacement of hood front midpoint. While considering every such form trade-off for the four groups would take us far afield, the point is that designers can, for any given customer grouping, determine which particular design trade-offs are "worth it" in terms of consumer group WTP. Any set of candidate designs can be so assessed. Or, given a full-scale costing model, nonlinear optimization can determine the "maximally profitable" design, for a particular group, over the design space, just as in standard conjoint for traditional attributes. As an example of this last consideration, the model suggests that the four groups also have substantial heterogeneity in terms of WTP for additional gas mileage. As calculated earlier, the median value for the entire consumer set was $2410, but the last row of Table 12 suggests this is quite heterogeneous: $970, $1,730, $6,290, $3,110 for Groups 1-4, respectively. One might have guessed that the "cares about design" Group 4 had high WTP overall, but they are only about average in WTP for additional gas mileage. Rather, Group 1, as suggested by the initial clustering, is an outlier in this regard, with each mile per gallon valued at only $970, well under the actual savings over the typical lifetime of a car, and Group 4 at the other extreme, perhaps suggesting a distaste for combustion-based drivetrain technology.
Conclusion and Future Directions
Preference elicitation is among the great success stories of experimental and statistical methodology resolving central problems in marketing. As evidenced by widespread adoption throughout the world over the last four decades (Sattler and Hartmann 2008) , conjoint methods in particular can currently be deployed, using web-based tools, by practicing managers, with a low upfront burden in selecting optimal stimuli sets and backend estimation technologies. For example, Sawtooth's Discover allows product designers to specify attributes and levels, with subsequent "heavy lifting" -orthogonal designs, choice-based stimuli, and Bayesian estimation -handled seamlessly in the background. Yet even the best current implementations of conjoint founder on the shoals of visual design: while adjectival labels (e.g., sporty, bold, posh, etc.) and pre-generated 2D im-agery can easily be included as categorical stimuli and covariates, and help directionally identify "what consumers are looking for," they neither allow consumers to converge on specific designs that appeal to them nor designers to focus solely on the design space, rather than pre-rendered descriptions or depictions of that space.
This paper proposes what we believe to be the first comprehensive approach to the visual design problem, one that leverages both the sort of product topology modeling common in engineering and rapid, scalable machine learning algorithms to interweave with state-of-the-art preference elicitation methods developed in marketing. The resulting hybrid, using bi-level adaptive techniques and manipulable, real-time rendered imagery, can be deployed using standard webbased protocols to zero in on each consumer's preferred product design along with the sorts of attributes used traditionally in conjoint. The approach eschews descriptions or pre-set depictions of any sort, allowing post-hoc processing of individual-level data to determine trade-offs between common attributes like product price and visual design elements, as well as against design overall.
Our empirical analysis focuses deliberately on automotive design, as this is among the most complex durables that a consumer ever purchases: it is high-involvement, requires many tradeoffs, and choices are deliberative. Cars are, notoriously, among the most design-intensive of all products. To take but a few ill-fated examples, Ford lavished over $6Bn and several years on the design of its Mondeo "world car", Pontiac still stings over the Aztek, and the Edsel is the stuff of legend. Because the overwhelming majority of widely-deployed durable products involve computer-aided design (CAD), engineers can readily provide low-to-moderate dimensional product form representations for use in generating real-time 3D models for use within the method, with scant additional mediation by marketers or econometricians.
There are several ways to broaden the present approach, and perhaps to achieve even greater scalability. In the former category is including dedicated costing models and exogenous constraints on production feasibility, both of which are critical in real-world design. Michalek et al. (2011) achieved the latter for a small durable in a heterogeneous market, and is in fact not especially difficult to incorporate into a machine learning approach, using both soft (cost) and hard (feasibility) constraints. That is, a designer or engineer could designate the subspace of "buildable" configurations and their attendant costs, so that either generated candidate 3D designs remained within its boundaries, or finalized products emerged from constrained or penalized optimization.
Our empirical example included a 19-dimensional design space that spanned a large swath of in-production consumer sedans, but hardly encompassed the full spectrum of passenger vehicles, let alone every aesthetic component thereof. While larger design spaces are possible, the main impediments are computational speed, efficient solution / generation of designs, and consumer willingness to participate in long conjoint tasks. One possibility takes a cue from Toubia et al. (2013) , e.g., a look-up table could allow for rapid, adaptive query generation, as opposed to dedicated query-generation algorithms operating over a continuous (form or function) space. While consumer fatigue is a real issue for large number of "optimized" attributes, it can be mitigated through various experimental design and fusion-based techniques (Molin & Timmermans 2009 ).
For all their efficiency, adaptive algorithms could lead -either as intermediate or final choices -to "undesirable" designs, e.g., too costly for the manufacturer or seemingly odd to the consumer, especially in very large design spaces. Such algorithms typically involve some degree of handtuning, but a promising approach uses machine learning tools to weed out designs far away from those that have been either produced, or liked, conditional on an appropriate training corpus (Burnap et al. 2019) . Such an approach would also help avoid "wasting" questions on stimuli unlikely to be selected, over and above prior responses in the design survey being administered.
These are all implementable improvements that could readily lead to crowdsourced, realtime, manufacturer-feasible design optimization. The present method nevertheless demonstrates that judiciously-chosen query and estimation techniques, coupled with existing product topology models, render visual design feasible, without prior, analyst-supplied preconceptions of underlying design attributes.
Appendices of the paper can be found here.
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